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Thanks to its cutting edge technology and 20 years of
Research & Development, Sustonable brings to your home
the only truly sustainable composite stone material, mixing
a unique combination of natural stone and recycled PET
plastic.

We have succeeded in offering a more ecological surface
that never compromises the quality expected from
Sustonable Circular Design Surface.

100% recyclable, free of hazardous chemicals, unlimited
design options, and high tech qualities make Sustonable
surfaces the best choice for creating authentic eco-
conscious spaces.

Due to our rigorous manufacturing method, all of our slabs
are carefully produced to maintain the same detail and
quality. Hence, Sustonable is a versatile product; it can be
used for kitchen countertops, bathroom wall panels, vanity
tops, backsplashes, worktops, tabletops, and bars. It
perfectly fits any project that needs to be perdurable,
resistant, elegant, and mindful of the environment.

We hope you enjoy  Sustonable Circular Design
Surface  and feel proud of contributing to cleaning up our
oceans of plastic waste. We are pleased to say that we
recycle 100 PET plastic bottles per m² of Sustonable
surface created.

Thank you for collaborating in keeping the Earth clean and
healthy.

The Sustonable Team



Sustonable is very easy to maintain thanks to its hardness and zero porosity. To
keep its natural appearance, just clean your Sustonable surface with regular soap
and warm water and then rinse it with water.
Please find the following quick tips and precautions to preserve your Sustonable
surface like the first day.

EASY CARE FOR A BETTER LIVING

REGULAR STAINS
AND REMAINS
Rub the stain with a cloth dampened
with a neutral soap or cleaner. (sauces,
food, juice, drinks...). For the remains,
moisture the residue with warm water
and regular soap, damp for some
minutes, and remove the debris with a
plastic spatula. Clean with water. (food,
fruit and vegetables, soft drinks, sauces,
basic cosmetics, gum, makeup, and nail
polish).
Wine, coffee, tea, ketchup, or other
similar organic stains considered
problematic in any household, can be
easily cleaned with  water and a
melamine sponge. Just scrub in circles
where the stain is and rinse it with
water.. 

M A I N T E N A N C E  
A N D  C A R E

LIMESCALE
Pour vinegar or use non-abrasive
cleaners specified for cleaning
lime. Apply on to the surface and
leave it to work for one minute,
then rinse with water.
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Use a neutral soap mixed with warm
water, rub the stain with a cloth in a
circular motion, and rinse it with clean
water.

GREASE STAINS

SILICONE TRACES
Apply a solvent such as ethanol
and allow it to moisture. After a
few minutes, scrape the surface
with a plastic spatula to remove
the silicone rests.

ANY QUESTIONS ?
If you have any more questions,
we will be delighted to help you,
please contact us at:
customerservice@sustonable.co
m



P R E C A U T I O N S  A N D
R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

USE OF SHARP UTENSILS
Sustonable Circular Design
Surface is 50% stronger than other
composite stone materials;
however, we recommend that for
better maintenance, avoid cutting
ontop of the surface with knives or
sharp tools and use a chopping
table, preferably.

CHEMICALS OR CLEANERS
NOT RECOMMENDED
Please do not use caustic soda,
degreasing, very acidic products
like ammonia, chlorine-based,
oven cleaners, toilet, furniture
waxes, oil soaps,  acetone, and
products to unclog. Do not use
under any circumstances
products containing hydrofluoric
acid or dichloromethane.  

Sustonable recommends to use
cleaning products between pH 5
to pH 9, as products outside this
scale may degrade the surface.

REPOLISHMENT 
Sustonable Circular Design
Surface should not be repolished
by any circumstance.

OUTDOORS
Do not place Sustonable materials
outdoors or at any place where it
could be exposed to extreme sunlight
or UV output.

CAREFUL WITH IMPACTS
Take care to do not impact
Sustonable surface heavily. We are
tough, but please place kitchen
cookware or any other utensils with
gentleness to avoid damage.

HEAT
Sustonable Circular Design Surface is
a high heat resistant product. Still,
please do not place hot objects
directly ( saucepans, pots, kettles ) to
avoid irreversible deterioration as an
immediate temperature change from
hot to cold could damage the surface.
Please use a mat instead to place
these objects.

SEALER APPLICATIONS
We do not recommend the use of
sealants as Sustonable engineered
stone does not need this kind of
treatment (unlike marble). These
products could affect the shine past
the years and leave some areas
brighter than others.
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We recommend you to follow these precautions and suggestions to
keep your Sustonable surface spotless.
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